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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, the resource allocation problem in multi-class dynamic PERT networks with finite capacity of

concurrent projects (COnstant Number of Projects In Process (CONPIP)) is studied. The dynamic PERT network

is modeled as a queuing network, where new projects from different classes (types) are generated according

to independent Poisson processes with different rates over the time horizon. Each activity of a project is

performed at a devoted service station with one server located in a node of the network, whereas activity

durations for different classes in each service station are independent and exponentially distributed random

variables with different service rates. Indeed, the projects from different classes may be different in their

precedence networks and also the durations of the activities. For modeling the multi-class dynamic PERT

networks with CONPIP, we first consider every class separately and convert the queueing network of every

class into a proper stochastic network. Then, by constructing a proper finite-state continuous-time Markov

model, a system of differential equations is created to compute the project completion time distribution

for any particular project. The problem is formulated as a multi-objective model with three objectives to

optimally control the resources allocated to the service stations. Finally, we develop a simulated annealing

(SA) algorithm to solve this multi-objective problem, using the goal attainment formulation.We also compare

the SA results against the results of a discrete-time approximation of the original optimal control problem, to

show the effectiveness of the proposed solution technique.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. and Association of European Operational Research Societies (EURO) within the

International Federation of Operational Research Societies (IFORS). All rights reserved.

1. Introduction1

Nowadays, multi-project scheduling is widely used because of the2

need to consider all projects in the context of an organization as one3

system where limited resources are shared among multiple projects.4

Moreover, the project-oriented approach is used in some organiza-5

tions to schedule operations, and operations are performed depend-6

ing on the projects. As such, the multi-project management is an7

attracting widespread attention in project scheduling and manage-8

ment, whereas, conventional project scheduling has focused primar-9

ily on single project optimization based on task dependency con-10

straints.11

Obviously, scheduling of multi-project systems is more di!cult12

than scheduling of a single project and the problem would be more13

di!cult to schedule when the activity durations are stochastic. On14

the other hand, in many organizations, not only the activity dura-15
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tions are uncertain, but some newprojects are also generated dynam- 16

ically over the time horizon. In this occasion, multi-project schedul- 17

ing would be more complex than before. Such a problem is denom- 18

inated as “Dynamic PERT Network” and is suitable for organizations 19

which execute similar projects, for examplemaintenance projects. In- 20

deed, there are many jobs with a similar structure of activities shar- 21

ing the same facilities. Although each one acts individually as a sin- 22

gle project represented as a classical PERT network, they cannot be 23

analyzed independently since they share the same facilities. There- 24

fore, developing a model under uncertainty and dynamic conditions 25

would be beneficial to scheduling engineers in forecasting a more 26

realistic project completion time. 27

As the coordination between the projects and departments is 28

rather elaborate in dynamic PERT network, the organizations try to 29

innovate an approach to overcome the challenging tasks of manag- 30

ing and controlling the multi-project environment. For this purpose, 31

a process approach was introduced for dynamic PERT network us- 32

ing simulation by Adler, Mandelbaum, Nguyen, and Schwerer (1995). 33

They envisioned an organization as a stochastic processing network 34

that consists of a collection of service stations (work stations) or 35
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resources, where all projects are considered as one system in that36

the resources are shared among them. In each node of such a net-37

work, one or more identical servers have been dedicated to serve in38

parallel under a pre-specified discipline. Therefore, the organization’s39

behavior can be modeled as a queuing network, in that each activity40

is served by a resource, queuing up to reach that resource (in a re-41

source queue), or waiting to join a predecessor activity that is being42

processed or delayed elsewhere (in a synchronization queue).43

Subsequently, the concept of CONWIP (CONstant Work-In-44

Process) in dynamic PERT networks was studied using simulation by45

Anavi-Isakow and Golany (2003) who introduced two control mech-46

anisms, in which one mechanism restricts the number of projects,47

CONPIP (COnstant Number of Projects In Process), and the other puts48

a limit on the total processing time by all active projects, CONTIP49

(CONstant Time of projects In Process).50

Cohen, Golany, and Shtub (2005, 2007) also studied the resource51

allocation problem in dynamic PERT network, where it was assumed52

that the resources can work in parallel, namely, the number of re-53

sources allocated to the servers are equal (e.g., mechanical work sta-54

tions with mechanics, electrical work stations with electricians, etc.).55

They investigated CONPIP systems using Cross Entropy (CE), based56

on simulation, and obtained near-optimal resource allocations to the57

entities that perform the projects.58

On the other hand, Azaron and Tavakkoli-Moghaddam (2007) pre-59

sented amulti-objectivemodel for the resource allocation problem in60

a dynamic PERT network, where new projects are generated accord-61

ing to a Poisson process and the activity durations are exponentially62

distributed random variables. They assumed that the capacity of sys-63

tem is infinite, the number of servers in every service station is ei-64

ther one or infinity, the discipline of queues is First Come First Served65

(FCFS) and the allocated resources affect the mean activity durations.66

In this regard, Azaron, Katagiri, Sakawa, Kato, and Memariani (2006)67

and Azaron, Katagiri, and Sakawa (2007) also developed some multi-68

objectivemodels for the time-cost trade-off problem in classical PERT69

networks with different assumptions on the distributions of activity70

durations (exponential in one and generalized Erlang in the other pa-71

per) and also different solution techniques (goal programming and72

goal attainment in one and the interactive SWT technique in the other73

one). The main difference between this paper and the previous two74

papers is that here we assume that the similar projects are generated75

according to a Poisson process over the time horizonwhich also share76

the same facilities, but the two previous research works were based77

on the fact that we have only a one-time job consisting of several78

activities, as the classical definition of project indicates. Moreover,79

Azaron, Fynes, and Modarres (2011) proposed an algorithm to obtain80

optimal constant lead time for each particular project in repetitive81

(dynamic) PERT networks by minimizing the average aggregate cost82

per each project. A risk element was also considered in dynamic PERT83

networks by Li and Wang (2009), who presented a multi-objective84

model for risk time-cost trade-off problem.85

Recently, Yaghoubi, Noori, Azaron, and Tavakkoli-Moghaddam86

(2011) modeled the resource allocation problem in dynamic PERT87

networks, where the capacity of system is finite and only one type88

(class) of projects is generated according to a Poisson process. But89

in practice, most organizations perform different projects in nature,90

because of the various projects’ requirements, whereas new projects91

from different classes arrive at system dynamically over the time92

horizon and are served stochastically. On the other hand, it is not pos-93

sible to execute too many projects concurrently, because of limited94

resources. Therefore, the organizations are faced with multi-class dy-95

namic PERT networks with finite capacity problem, as studied in this96

paper. The introduction of this problemmay have a number of practi-97

cal advantages such as the better utilization of limited resources, pos-98

itive effects on productivity and easier monitoring of projects from99

different classes, to multi-project systems especially in engineering100

environments. In this study, the following assumptions are made:101

• The capacity of system is finite. 102

• Different classes of projects exist in the system. 103

• New projects from different classes, including all their activities, 104

arrive at system according to independent Poisson processes with 105

different rates. 106

• Each project’s end result leaves the system in its finished form 107

from the sink node of the queueing network. 108

• Each service station consists of one server and can serve different 109

activities. 110

• Each activity of any project from every class is performed at a de- 111

voted service station. 112

• Service discipline at each service station is based on FCFS. 113

• The activity duration at each service station is independent of pre- 114

ceding and succeeding activity durations. 115

• The activity durations for different classes at each service station 116

are independent and exponentially distributed random variables. 117

• The queueing network is in the steady-state. 118

• Mean project completion time and project operating costs are 119

controlled through the resources allocated to service stations. 120

• The mean times spent in each service station for different classes 121

and the operating cost of the service station, respectively, are 122

non-increasing and non-decreasing functions of the amount of re- 123

sources allocated to that service station. 124

For modeling the multi-class dynamic PERT networks with CON- 125

PIP, we first consider every class separately and then convert the 126

queueing network of every class into an appropriate stochastic net- 127

work. By constructing a proper finite-state continuous-time Markov 128

model, a system of differential equations is created to compute the 129

project completion time distribution for any particular project. 130

In practice, activity duration is considered either as a function of 131

cost or as a function of resources committed to it. In the time-cost 132

trade-off problem (TCTP), which is one of the most important top- 133

ics in project management, the objective is to determine the dura- 134

tion of each activity in order to achieve the minimum total costs of 135

the project. The TCTP has been investigated using various kinds of 136

cost functions such as linear (Fulkerson, 1961; Kelly, 1961), discrete 137

(Demeulemeester, Herroelen, & Elmaghraby, 1993), convex (Berman, 138

1964; Lamberson & Hocking, 1970), concave (Falk & Horowitz, 1972) 139

and so on. 140

As noted before, in this paper, we assume that the mean times 141

spent in each service station for different classes and the operating 142

cost of the service station, respectively, are some decreasing and in- 143

creasing functions of the resources allocated to that particular ser- 144

vice station. According to this, we develop a multi-objective model 145

to optimally control the allocated resources in a way that the total 146

operating costs of the service stations per period and also the mean 147

project completion time over all classes in the steady-state to bemin- 148

imized. On the other hand, having too many idle servers is not desir- 149

able. Therefore, the probability that the system becomes empty in 150

the steady-state is considered as the third objective function, which 151

should be minimized as well. This objective function is equivalent to 152

maximizing the utilization factor of the system, because the utiliza- 153

tion factor is the probability that the system is busy in the steady- 154

state. The aim of this paper is to obtain a compromise solution for the 155

resource allocation problem, using the goal attainment technique. 156

Since the resulting mathematical model is continuous-time, it is 157

too complicated to be solved optimally. Therefore, we develop a sim- 158

ulated annealing algorithm to solve it and then compare the results 159

against the results of a discrete-time approximation of the original 160

optimal control problem to show the effectiveness of the proposed 161

metaheuristic approach, which is another contribution of the paper. 162

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we 163

present the literature review in the next section. Then, in Section 3, 164

we model the multi-class dynamic PERT networks with finite ca- 165

pacity of concurrent projects as finite-state continuous-time Markov 166
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processes. We then develop a multi-objective model to optimally167

control the resources allocated to the servers in Section 3. In168

Section 4, we propose a simulated annealing algorithm for solving169

the multi-objective problem. We then solve 10 numerical examples170

in Section 5, and finally draw the conclusion in Section 6.171

2. Literature review172

In the literature of multi-project scheduling, Multi-Project Re-173

source Constrained Scheduling Problem (MPRCSP) in static and de-174

terministic environment has attracted significant attention from175

researchers. Wiest (1967) and Pritsker, Watters, and Wolfe (1969)176

pioneered the study of MPRCSP and proposed a zero-one program-177

ming approach and a heuristic model for analyzing this problem,178

respectively. Subsequently, Kurtulus and Davis (1982) and Kurtulus179

and Narula (1985) studied the MPRCSP approach by using the pri-180

ority rules and explaining measures. In addition, some researchers181

have analyzed MPRCSP using multi-criteria and multi-objective ap-182

proaches. For example, Chen (1994) described the application of183

zero-one goal programming for the maintenance of mineral process-184

ing, and Lova, Maroto, and Tormos (2000) developed a multi-criteria185

model in MPRCSP.186

More recently, researchers such as Gonçalves, Mendes, and187

Resende (2008), Kumanan, Jegan, and Raja (2006), Lova and Tormos188

(2001), Tsubakitani and Deckro (1990), Ying, Shou, and Li (2009)189

and Chen and Shahandashti (2009) used heuristic and metaheuris-190

tic algorithms for solving MPRCSP. Kruger and Scholl (2010) gen-191

eralized the MPRCSP by considering transfer times and their costs192

and Kanagasabapathi, Rajendran, and Ananthanarayanan (2009) pro-193

posed scheduling rules for this subject in a static condition by consid-194

ering performance measures including the mean tardiness and the195

maximum tardiness of projects. In all above researches, it was as-196

sumed that the environment is static and deterministic.197

In the literature, a number of studies have focused on MPRCSP198

under uncertainty. Fatemi Ghomi & Ashjari, 2002 developed a sim-199

ulation model for multi-project resource allocation with stochas-200

tic task durations, modeling as a multi-channel queuing. A nonlin-201

ear mixed-integer programming model for optimizing the allocated202

resources was also proposed by Nozick, Turnquist, and XU (2004),203

and an event-driven approach was suggested by Kao, Hsieh, and Yeh204

(2006), whereby all projects are grouped as a dynamic networkwhich205

can be moderated and rescheduled in reaction to important events.206

In addition, Critical Chain Project Management (CCPM) approach was207

used by Byali and Kannan (2008) to cope with the uncertainty in208

multi-project systems.209

Note thatMPRCSP is formulated by either considering the projects210

as independent projects and connecting them because of the re-211

source constraints and using an objective function which includes212

all projects’ performance measures (possibly properly weighted) or213

synthetically connecting them together into a large single project by214

adding dummy start and end activities.215

It is worth mentioning that a key early research in Finite Capac-216

ity Queuing Network (FCQN) was done by Perros (1984). In the real
Q4

217

world, FCQN is used in many areas such as manufacturing systems218

(Papadopoulos & Heavey, 1996; Tan & Gershwin, 2009), call cen-219

ters (Jouini, Dallery, & Aksin, 2009), health care activities (Osorio &220

Bierlaire, 2009), software architecture sector (Balsamo, De Nitto221

Persone, & Inverardi, 2003), and production retrial queues for the222

telecommunication sector (Artalejo, 1999).223

Over the last decade, a number of multi-objective evolutionary224

methods have been proposed by researchers (for more details see225

Deb (2001) and Coello, Veldhuizen, and Lamont (2002)). The main226

reason for the popularity of evolutionary methods for solving multi-227

objective optimization is their population-based nature and ability to228

obtain multiple optima simultaneously. Simulated annealing (SA) is a229

popular search method, proposed by Kirkpatrick, Gelatt, and Vecchi230

(1983), which employs the principles of statistical mechanics consid- 231

ering the behavior of a large number of atoms at low temperature, 232

for obtainingminimal cost solutions to large-scale optimization prob- 233

lems by minimizing the associated energy. 234

SA is a robust and compact method, which provides excellent so- 235

lutions for single and multiple objective optimization problems in 236

relatively short computational times. It is convenient to formulate 237

and can handle both continuous and integer variables with ease. 238

Moreover, it is e!cient and has low memory requirement. Note that 239

SA takes generally less computational times than genetic algorithm 240

(GA) to solve optimization problems, because it obtains the opti- 241

mal solution using point-by-point iteration rather than a search over 242

a population of individuals (Suman & Kumar, 2006). Geman and 243

Geman (1984) proved that SA, if annealed su!ciently slowly, con- 244

verges to the global optimum. Ma!oli (1987) revealed that SA can be 245

regarded as one type of randomized heuristic approaches for combi- 246

natorial optimization problems. 247

SA was started as a method or tool for solving single objec- 248

tive combinatorial problems and then it has been adapted for 249

the multi-objective framework. Researchers such as Serafini (1985), 250

Van Laarhoven and Aarts (1987), Ulungu and Teghem (1994), 251

Ulungu, Teghem, and Ost (1998), Tuyttens, Teghem, Fortemps, and 252

Nieuwenhuyze (2000), Suppapitnarm, Seffen, Parks, and Clarkson 253

(2000), Suman (2002, 2004) and Bandyopadhyay, Saha, Maulik, and 254

Deb (2008) have proposed SA based approaches to tackle multi- 255

objective problems. Furthermore, Suman and Kumar (2006) have pre- 256

sented a good review of several multi-objective SA algorithms and 257

their comparative performance analysis. 258

3. Multi-class dynamic PERT networks with CONPIP 259

3.1. Notations 260

M Number of different classes of projects

! j Arrival rate of projects from class j ( = 1, . . . ,M)
! Summation of ! js

!" Actual arrival rate of new projects to system

Gj Directed stochastic network (AoA network) of class j

Vj Set of nodes of Gj

Aj Set of arcs of Gj

A Union of Ajs

µ j
a Service rate of activity a( # Aj) from class f3 = 0.014

s j Source node of Gj

t j Sink node of Gj

" j(a) Starting nodes of arc a in Gj

# j(a) Ending nodes of arc a in Gj

Ij(v) Set of arcs ending at node v in Gj

Oj(v) Set of arcs starting at node v in Gj

Y Set of service stations

s(a) Devoted service station to perform activity a

(X, X̄) j Set of arcs of Gj in which the starting node of each arc

belongs to X and the ending node of that arc belongs to X̄

Xmi

i
(t) = (Yi(t), Zi(t),Qi(t))mi , state of project i from classmi at time

t , where Yi(t), Zi(t) and Qi(t) Qi(t) are active, dormant and

in queue activities, respectively

X(t) State of the system at time [(1!,3)3, (1,2)1]
(Ei, Fi,Qi)mi Admissible 3-partition cut of project i from classmi or

($,$,$), where Ei , Fi and Qi are active, dormant and in

queue activities, respectively

[E, F,Q] Admissible 3-partition cut of the system

N Capacity of the system

G Infinitesimal generator matrix

S Set of system’s states

Si Subset of S in that the system has i ( = 0,1, . . . ,N) projects in
processing

K Number of system’s states

Pi(t) Probability of being the system in state i ( = 1,2, . . . ,K) at
time t , if the system be in sate 1 at time zero

P(t) State vector

(continued on next page) 261
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xa Amount of resources allocated to service station a

x Matrix of resources allocated to all service stations

da(xa) Direct cost of service station a per period

gj
a(xa) Mean service time in the service station a for the activities of

class j

Ua Maximum available resource to be allocated to the service

station a

La Minimum available resource to be allocated to the service

station a

J Amount of resource available to be allocated to all service

stations

T Mean project completion time in the steady-state

P Average number of projects in the system in the steady-state

% A very small quantity approaching zero

T " Time interval

bj Goal of jth objective in goal attainment method

c j Weight of jth objective in goal attainment method

u A random number

&k Temperature of kth times the temperature has been lowered

in SA algorithm, while &0 and & f are the initial and final

temperatures, respectively

' Decrement factor in SA algorithm

H Number of iterations in each temperature of SA algorithm

L(x) Cost function of SA algorithm

(i Penalty coe!cient

3.2. Mathematical model262

In this section, we model the multi-class dynamic PERT net-263

works with finite capacity of concurrent projects (COnstant Number264

of Projects In Process (CONPIP)) as proper queueing networks. The265

mathematical model which is developed in this section is the ex-266

tended version of the one developedby Yaghoubi et al. (2011). For267

modeling, we first extend themethod of Kulkarni and Adlakha (1986),268

because this method is an analytical one, simple, easy to implement269

on a computer and computationally stable. In multi-class dynamic270

PERT networks, the projects from different classesmay be different in271

their precedence networks and also the durations of the activities. A272

project of class j ( = 1, . . . ,M) is represented as an Activity-on-Node273

(AoN) graph, where M is the number of different classes of projects.274

The jth type of projects, including all its activities, arrives according275

to a Poisson process with the rate of ! j ( j = 1, . . . ,M), while each ac-276

tivity of the project is performed in a devoted service station settled277

in a node of the network. Activity a is operated in a devoted service278

station s(a) = y (y = 1,2, . . . ,Y), where Y denotes the set of service279

stations, which means each service station can serve more than one280

typical activity.281

This system can be represented as a network of queues, where the282

service times represent the durations of the corresponding activities283

in every class. In each service station, there is only one server, while284

the service times (activity durations) for different classes of projects285

are assumed to be exponential with different service rates and the286

discipline of queue is first come to system, first served.287

For modeling the multi-class dynamic PERT networks with CON-288

PIP, we first consider every class separately and then transform the289

dynamic PERT network of each class, represented as an Activity-290

on-Node (AoN) graph, to a classic PERT network represented as an291

Activity-on-Arc (AoA) graph. For this purpose, node a in the AoN292

graph of class j ( = 1, . . . ,M) is replaced with a stochastic activ-293

ity. Assume that b1, b2, . . . , bn are the incoming arcs to node a and294

d1, d2, . . . , dm are the outgoing arcs from it in the AoA graph of class295

j. Node a is substituted with activity (v,w), whose length is equal296

to the duration of activity a. Furthermore, all arcs b1, b2, . . . , bn ter-297

minate to node v, while all arcs d1, d2, . . . , dm originate from node w298

(see Azaron and Modarres (2005), for more details).299

Let Gj = (Vj,Aj) be a directed stochastic network of class j, in300

which Vj represents the set of nodes and Aj represents the set of arcs301

of the AoA network in class j. Note that the words activity and arc302

will be applied equivalent throughout the article. Let s j and t j be the303

source and sink nodes in the AoA graph of class j, respectively. Length 304

of arc a # Aj is an exponentially distributed random variable with pa- 305

rameterµ j
a. The starting and ending nodes of arc a in the AoA network 306

of class j are denoted by " j(a) and # j(a), respectively. 307

Definition 1. Let I j(v) and Oj(v) be the sets of arcs ending and start- 308

ing at node v in class j, respectively, which are defined as follows: 309

310

I j(v) = {a # Aj : # j(a) = v} (v # Vj), (1)

311

Oj(v) = {a # Aj : " j(a) = v} (v # Vj). (2)

Definition 2. For X $ Vj such that s # X and t j # X̄ = Vj % X , a cut of 312

Gj = (Vj,Aj) is defined as follows: 313

(X, X̄) j = {a # Aj : " j(a) # X,# j(a) # X̄}. (3)

It is denominated a uniformly directed cut (UDC) of class j, if 314

(X̄,X) = $, i.e. there are no two arcs in the cut belonging to the same 315

path in the project network of class j. 316

Definition 3. An(E, F,Q) j ( j = 1, . . . ,M) subset of Aj is defined as 317

an admissible 3-partition of a UDC D if D = E & F & Q and E ' F = 318

E ' Q = F ' Q = $, and also I j(# j(a)) ($ F for any a # F . 319

Definition 4. At time t , each activity of class j can be in one and only 320

one of the active, dormant, in queue or idle states, which are defined 321

as follows: 322

(i) Active: an activity a (a # Aj) is active at time t , if it is being per- 323

formed at time t . 324

(ii) Dormant: an activity a (a # Aj) is called dormant at time t , if it 325

has completed but there is at least one unfinished activity in 326

I j(# j(a)) at time t . 327

(iii) In queue: activity a (a # Aj) is in queue at time t , if all prede- 328

cessor activities of activity a are completed, but service station 329

)y # Y is serving another project. 330

(iv) Idle: an activity a (a # Aj) is denominated idle at time t , if it is 331

neither active nor dormant and nor in queue at time t . 332

Definition 5. The state of project i from class mi (mi # {1, . . . ,M}) at 333

time t is X
mi
i

(t) = (Yi(t), Zi(t),Qi(t))
mi , whereYi(t), Zi(t) andQi(t) are 334

denoted as follows: 335

Yi(t) = set of active activities in project i from classmi at time t 336

Zi(t) = set of dormant activities in project i from classmi at time t 337

Qi(t) = set of in queue activities in project i from class mi at time 338

t 339

If L(x) represents the capacity of the system, then the state of the 340

system at time gj
a(xa) = 1

µ j
a

is given by 341

X(t) =
!
(Y1(t), Z1(t),Q1(t))

m1 , (Y2(t),

Z2(t),Q2(t))
m2 , . . . ., (YN(t), ZN(t),QN(t))

mN
"

(4)

The admissible 3-partition cut of the system is also denoted by: 342

[E, F,Q]
define= [(E1, F1,Q1)

m1 , (E2, F2,Q2)
m2 , . . . ., (EN, FN,QN)

mN ]

(5)

where (Ei, Fi,Qi)
mi can be any admissible 3-partition cut of class mi 343

for the ith project or ($,$,$) and Ei, Fi andQi include active, dormant 344

and in queue activities of a UDC of project i from classmi, respectively. 345

When activity a in project i from class mi is completed with the 346

rate of µmi
a by service station x4 and there is at least one uncom- 347

pleted activity in Imi
(#mi

(a)), it moves from Ei to a new dormant ac- 348

tivities set, F "
i , and service station y serves another activity waiting 349

in queue which has arrived at system earlier than the other in queue 350

projects. But if the succeeding activities to a, Omi
(#mi

(a)), become ac- 351

tive or in queue, by completing activity a with the rate of µmi
a , then 352
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it will be deleted from the active activities set and some elements353

of Omi
(#mi

(a)) may be added to E"
i and the others will be added to354

in queue activities set, Q "
i . The service station a also serves another355

project in queue. On the other hand, if the system has a finite capac-356

ity for accepting new projects from class j (=1, . . . ,M) with the rate357

of ! j ( j = 1, . . . ,M), then some elements of Oj(s j) may be added to358

the active activities set of the new project, while the others will be359

added to its in queue activities set.360

Thus, the component of the infinitesimal generator matrix of this361

process, denoted by G = [g{(E, F,Q)m,(E", F ",Q ")m
"}], is calculated as362

follows:363

(i) Transition 1:364

If a # Ei, Imi
(#mi

(a)) ($ Fi & {a} then365

Begin:366

F "
i = Fi & {a},367

L = $,368

For k = 1 to N do369

Begin:370

For )b # Qk do if s(b) = s(a) then L = L & {b},371

If L (= $ (|L| * 1) then372

Begin:373

Randomly select a member from L = c,374

If k (= i then375

E"
k

= Ek & {c},Q "
k

=376

Qk % {c}, E"
i = Ei % {a} and Go to End,377

(Transition Rate : 1
|L|µ

mi
a )378

Else E"
i = (Ei % {a}) & {c}, and Go to End,379

(Transition Rate : 1
|L|µ

mi
a ),380

End,381

End,382

If L = $ then E"
i = Ei % {a},383

End,384

(ii) Transition 2:385

If a # Ei, Imi
(#mi

(a)) $ Fi & {a} then386

Begin:387

L = $,388

For )b # Omi
(#mi

(a)) do389

Begin:390

For k = 1 (k (= i) to N do391

For )c # Ek do if s(b) = s(c) then L = L & {b},392

For )c # Ei % {a} do if s(b) = s(c) then L = L & {b},393

End,394

Q "
i = Qi & L,395

F "
i = Fi % Imi

(#mi
(a)),396

W = $,397

For k = 1 to N do398

Begin:399

If k (= i then400

Begin:401

For )b # Qk do if s(b) = s(a) thenW = W & {b},402

IfW (= $ (|W | * 1) then403

Begin:404

Randomly select a member fromW = c,405

E"
k

= Ek & {c},Q "
k

= Qk % {c} and Go to End406

(Transition Rate : 1
|W |µ

mi
a ),407

End,408

Else (k = i) Begin:409

Wy = $, y # Y410

For )y # Y do411

For )b # Omi
(#mi

(a)) % L do if s(b) = y thenWy = Wy &412

{b},413

Class 1:

Class 2: 3 1Start Finish
!2

1

2

3Start Finish
!1

Fig. 1. Example 1.

For )Wy (= $ do randomly select a member from Wy = 414

wy, 415

E"
i =

#

)Wy (=$
{wy}, (Transition Rate : 1$

)Wy (=$
|wy|µ

mi
a ), 416

End, 417

End, 418

End, 419

End, 420

(iii) Transition 3: 421

If Ei = Qi = Fi = $ and (Ei%1 (= $ or Qi%1 (= $ or Fi%1 (= $) then 422

Begin: 423

L = $, 424

For )b # Oj(s j) do 425

For k = 1 to i % 1 do 426

For )c # Ek do if s(b) = s(c) then L = L & {b}, 427

Q "
i = L, 428

If Oj(s j) = L then Go to End (Transition Rate : ! j), 429

Wy = $, y # Y 430

For )y # Y do 431

For )b # Oj(s j) % L do if s(b) = y thenWy = Wy & {b}, 432

For )Wy (= $ do randomly select a member fromWy = wy, 433

E"
i =

#

)Wy (=$
{wy}, (Transition Rate : 1$

)Wy (=$
|wy|! j), 434

End, 435

Example 1. It is assumed that two types (classes) of projects exist 436

and the system can perform up to two projects, depicted as the AoN 437

graph in Fig. 1. The new projects are generated according to two in- 438

dependent Poisson processes. Moreover, it is assumed that we just 439

have two service stations, while the first service station serves activ- 440

ities 1 and 2 and the second service station serves activity 3, namely, 441

s(1) = 1, s(2) = 1, s(3) = 2. 442

In Table 1, all admissible 3-partition cuts of the transformed AoA 443

network of Fig. 1 are presented, whereas we use superscript asterisk 444

and q to denote “dormant” and “in queue” activities, respectively. For 445

example, consider state 16, namely, [(1!,2)1, (1q,2q)1]. In this state, 446

activity 2 of the first project, which is a class 1 type, is active, while ac- 447

tivity 1 of the first project is dormant, because activity 2 of this project 448

is not completed yet, and activities 1 and 2 of the second project, 449

which is also a class 1 type project, are in queue and the reason is 450

that the service station 1 is serving activity 2 of an earlier project. In 451

state 16, once activity 2 of the first project, which is again a class 1 452

type, is completed, the system can either go to state 26 or state 27 453

with the same transition rates of 1
2µ

1
2, because when activity 2 of the 454

first project is completed by service station 1, this service station be- 455

comes free to process activities 1 or 2 of the second project. But, since 456

the service station has only one server, it can only serve one activity. 457

Therefore, after completing activity 2 of the first project, the service 458

station 1 has two choices. One choice is to process activity 1 of the 459

second project, while the other choice is to process activity 2 of the 460

second project. Here, a randomized strategy is used and the system’s 461

new state will either be [(3)1, (1,2q)1] or [(3)1, (1q,2)1]. 462
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Table 1

All admissible 3-partition cuts of Example 1.

1. [$,$] 9. [(1q,2)1, (1q,2q)1] 17. [(1!,2)1, (3)2] 25. [(3)2, (1,2!)1] 33. [(1q)2, (1!,2)1]

2. [(1,2q)1,$] 10. [(1q,2)1, (3)2] 18. [(1,2q)1, (1q)2] 26. [(3)1, (1,2q)1] 34. [(3)2, (3q)1]

3. [(1q,2)1,$] 11. [(1)2,$] 19. [(1,2!)1, (1q,2q)1] 27. [(3)1, (1q,2)1] 35. [(1q)2, (1,2!)1]

4. [(3)2,$] 12. [(3)2, (1,2q)1] 20. [(1,2!)1, (3)2] 28. [(3)1, (3q)2] 36. [(3)1, (1!,2)1]

5. [(1!,2)1,$] 13. [(3)2, (1q,2)1] 21. [(1q,2)1, (1q)2] 29. [(3q)1, (3)2] 37. [(3)1, (1,2!)1]

6. [(1,2q)1, (1q,2q)1] 14. [(3)2, (3q)2] 22. [(1)2, (1q,2q)1] 30. [(1!,2)1, (1q)2] 38. [(3)1, (1)2]

7. [(1,2q)1, (3)2] 15. [(3)1,$] 23. [(1)2, (3)2] 31. [(1,2!)1, (1q)2] 39. [(1)2, (3)1]

8. [(1,2!)1,$] 16. [(1!,2)1, (1q,2q)1] 24. [(3)2, (1!,2)1] 32. [(1)2, (1q)2] 40. [(3)1, (3q)1]

We are now dealing with a finite-state (number of states is equal463

to K) continuous-time Markov process. If we define464

Pi(t) = P(X(t) = i
%%X(0) = 1 ) i = 1,2, . . . ,K. (6)

Then, the system of differential equations for the vector P(t) =465

[P1(t) P2(t) . . . . PK(t)] concerning the dynamic model will be466

given by (see Yaghoubi et al. (2011) for details)467

P"(t) = dP(t)
dt

= P(t) · G

P(0) = [1 0 . . . . 0] (7)

3.3. Resource allocation problem468

In this section, we develop a multi-objective model to optimally469

control the resources allocated to the servers in amulti-class dynamic470

PERT network with finite capacities, whereas such a system is repre-471

sented as a queueing network. Moreover, the mean times spent in472

each service station for different types of projects are decreased and473

the operating cost of the service station is increased when we allo-474

cate more resources to that particular service station. That means the475

mean times spent in each service station and the operating cost of it,476

respectively, are non-increasing and non-decreasing functions of the477

amount of resources allocated to that service station.478

3.3.1. Multi-objective resource allocation problem479

In our model, the total operating costs of service stations per pe-480

riod is considered as the first objective and the mean project comple-481

tion time over all types of projects in the steady-state as the second482

objective, both to be minimized. The third objective is to minimize483

the probability that the system becomes empty in the steady-state.484

This objective is equivalent to maximizing the utilization factor of the485

system, because the utilization factor is the probability that the sys-486

tem is busy. The first and second objectives are in conflict with each487

other, because if the total operating costs of service stations per pe-488

riod is decreased, then the mean times spent in service stations and489

consequently the mean project completion time will be increased.490

Let xa be the amount of resources allocated to service station a,491

and da(xa)be the operating cost of service station a per period. It is492

assumed that da(xa) is a non-decreasing function of xa. Therefore,493

the total operating costs per period (TDC) will be equal to TDC =494 &
a#A da(xa) which should be minimized, whereas A =

#M
j=1 Aj .495

In addition, let Si be the subset of S, the set of system states in496

that the system has i projects in processing, i.e. the system has N % i497

capacity for accepting new projects. Also, let ! be the summation of498

arrival rates of all classes, namely, ! =
&M

j=1 ! j . Let P and T be the499

average number of projects in the system and the mean project com-500

pletion time, respectively, in the steady-state. Therefore, according to501

Little’s theorem, we have P = !"T , where !", the actual arrival rate, is502

equal to lim
t+,

!
&

i#S%SN
Pi(t), and P is given by503

P = lim
t+,

N'

k=1

'

i#Sk
kPi(t) (8)

Table 2

Classification of states in Example 1.

Number of projects State Si

0 1 S0

1 2,3,4,5,8,11,15 S1

2 6,7,9,10,12,13,14,16,…,40 S2

Consequently, the second objective function to be minimized will 504

be 505

T = lim
t+,

N&

k=1

&

i#Sk
kPi(t)

!
&

i#S%SN
Pi(t)

(9)

Finally, the third objective function to be minimized will be equal 506

to lim
t+,

P1(t). 507

To illustrate the second objective function, consider Example 1 508

again. In Table 2, the states of Example 1 are classified based on the 509

number of projects in the system. 510

Thus, the second objective function for this example is 511

Min lim
t+,

(
5&

i=2

Pi(t)+P8(t)+P11(t)+P15(t)

)
+2

(
P6(t)+P7(t)+P9(t)+P10(t)+

14&

i=12

Pi(t)+
40&

i=16

Pi(t)

)

!·
(

5&

i=1

Pi(t)+P8(t)+P11(t)+P15(t)

) 512

Moreover, the mean service time in the service station a for the 513

activities of class j( = 1, . . . ,M) is a non-increasing function gj
a(xa) 514

of the amount of resource xa allocated to it. Thus, the mean ser- 515

vice time in the service station a for the activities of class j will 516

be equal to 1

µ j
a

( = gj
a(xa)). Let Ua and La denote the maximum and 517

minimum available resource to be allocated to the service station 518

a, respectively,x = [xa : a # A]T and J represents the amount of re- 519

sources available to be allocated to all service stations. In practice, 520

da(xa) and gj
a(xa) ( j = 1, . . . ,M) can be obtained using linear regres- 521

sion by referring to the similar activities, which have been performed 522

in the past, or the judgments of experts in this area. 523

Finally, we are going to have amulti-objective stochastic program- 524

ming problem in that the objective functions are given by 525

1. Minimizing the project’s operating costs per period 526

Min f1(x) =
'

a#A

da(xa) (10)

2. Minimizing the mean project completion time over all classes 527

in the steady-state 528

Min f2(x) = lim
t+,

N&

k=1

&

i#Sk
kPi(t)

!
&

i#S%SN
Pi(t)

(11)

3. Minimizing the probability that the system becomes empty in 529

the steady-state 530

Min f3(x) = lim
t+,

P1(t) (12)
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The infinitesimal generator matrix G would be a function of the531

control vector x = [xa : a # A]T . Therefore, the non-linear dynamic532

model will be533

P"(t) = P(t) · G(µ) (13)

534
Pi(0) = 0 )i = 2, . . . ,K
P1(0) = 1

(14)

The following constraint should also be considered to guaranty535

having a response in the steady-state:536

&

a#Aj

! j · lim
t+,

&

i#S%SN
Pi(t)

&

a#A j

(! j ·µ j
a)

&

a#A j

! j

- 1 .
'

a#Aj

(! j · µ j
a)

%

*
'

a#Aj

! j

+2

· lim
t+,

'

i#S%SN

Pi(t) / 0 )a # A (15)

In standardmathematical programming problems, we do not have537

such constraints. Hence, we are going to replace it with538

'

a#Aj

(! j · µ j
a) %

*
'

a#Aj

! j

+2

· lim
t+,

'

i#S%SN

Pi(t) * % )a # A (16)

Consequently, the propermulti-objective optimal control problem539

will be540

Min f1(x) =
'

a#A

da(xa)

Min f2(x) = lim
t+,

N&

k=1

&

i#Sk
kPi(t)

!
&

i#S%SN
Pi(t)

Min f3(x) = lim
t+,

P1(t)

s.t : P"(t) = P(t) · G(µ)

Pi(0) = 0 )i = 2, . . . ,K

P1(0) = 1

Pi(t) 0 1 )i = 1,2, . . . ,K

gj
a(xa) = 1

µ j
a

)a # Aj, j = 1, . . . ,M

'

a#Aj

(! j · µ j
a) %

*
'

a#Aj

! j

+2

· lim
t+,

'

i#S%SN

Pi(t) * % )a # A

xa * La )a # A

xa 0 Ua )a # A'

a#A

xa 0 J (17)

This continuous-time stochastic programming problem is impos-541

sible to solve optimally in this form using conventional optimal542

control tools such as Maximum Principle (see Azaron & Tavakkoli-543

Moghaddam (2007) for more details). Therefore, we try to solve it544

using simulated annealing approach, based on a goal attainment for-545

mulation. To show the effectiveness of the proposed metaheuristic546

approach, we also compare its results against the results of a discrete-547

time approximation of (17), whereas the differential equations are548

converted into difference equations. Let T " be the time interval, which549

we divide it into R( = T "
)t ) equal portions with the length of )t .550

Consequently, the resulting discrete-time model will be551

Min
'

a#A

da(xa)

Min

N&

k=1

&

i#Sk
kPi(R)

!
&

i#S%SN
Pi(R)

Min P1(R)

s.t : P(r + 1) = P(r) + P(r)G(µ))t r = 0,1,2, . . . ,R % 1

Pi(0) = 0 )i = 2, . . . ,K

P1(0) = 1

Pi(r) 0 1 i = 1, . . . ,K, r = 1,2, . . . ,R

gj
a(xa) = 1

µ j
a

)a # Aj, j = 1, . . . ,M

'

a#Aj

(! j · µ j
a) %

*
'

a#Aj

! j

+2

.
'

i#S%SN

Pi(R) * % )a # A

xa * La )a # A

xa 0 Ua )a # A'

a#A

xa 0 J (18)

3.3.2. Goal attainment method 552

We now need to use a multi-objective method to solve (17). We 553

actually use goal attainment technique for this purpose, because it 554

is simple and computationally faster. The goal attainment method 555

needs to determinate a goal, bj , and a weight, c j , for each objective 556

function. c j represents the importance of the jth objective, whereas, 557

if an objective has the smallest c j , then it will be the most important 558

objective. c js ( j = 1,2,3) are normalized such that
&3

j=1 c j = 1. To 559

determine bj for the jth objective, we have to solve the correspond- 560

ing single objective problem first and then to set the value of b j some- 561

thing very close to the optimal single objective value. Goal attainment 562

method is actually a variation of goal programmingmethod intending 563

to minimize the maximum weighted deviation from the goals. 564

The appropriate goal attainment formulation of the resource allo- 565

cation problem is given by 566

Min z

s.t :
'

a#A

da(xa) % c1z 0 b1

lim
t+,

N&

k=1

&

i#Sk
kPi(t)

!
&

i#S%SN
Pi(t)

% c2z 0 b2

lim
t+,

P1(t) % c3z 0 b3

P"(t) = P(t) · G(µ)

Pi(0) = 0 )i = 2, . . . ,K

P1(0) = 1

Pi(t) 0 1 )i = 1,2, . . . ,K

gj
a(xa) = 1

µ j
a

)a # Aj, j = 1, . . . ,M

'
a#Aj

(! j · µ j
a) %

*
'

a#Aj

! j

+2

· lim
t+,

'

i#S%SN

Pi(t) * % )a # A

xa * La )a # A

xa 0 Ua )a # A'

a#A

xa 0 J (19)
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Since the goal attainment method has fewer variables to work567

with and is a one-stage method, unlike interactive multi-objective568

techniques, it will be computationally faster. Therefore, in terms of569

computational time, it is one of the best techniques to solve our com-570

plex multi-objective problem.571

4. Simulated annealing algorithm572

Metaheuristic methods such as simulated annealing, tabu search,573

genetic algorithm, artificial neural networks and their hybrids are574

applied in various fields, while these methods have been rarely575

used in multi-project scheduling (Chen & Shahandashti, 2009;576

Kumanan et al., 2006). In this section, we develop a simulated anneal-577

ing (SA) algorithm to solve the multi-objective problem (19). Sim-578

ulated annealing is known as a powerful optimization method and579

is based on the similarity between the solid annealing process and580

solving combinatorial optimization problems. The primary advan-581

tage of simulated annealing is to escape from local optima by allow-582

ing non-improver solutions according to a certain probability in each583

temperature.584

As mentioned before, SA is a robust and compact method, which585

supplies excellent solutions to single and multiple objective op-586

timization problems with a primary reduction in computational587

times. It is convenient to formulate and can handle continuous588

and mixed-integer problems with ease. Moreover, it is e!cient and589

has low memory requirements. Geman and Geman (1984) proved590

that SA, if annealed su!ciently slowly, converges to the global591

optimum.592

Simulated annealing consists of several decreasing temperatures,593

while each temperature has a few iterations. In the SA algorithm, the594

initial temperature is first chosen and a beginning solution is ran-595

domly selected. The cost (energy) function value of the SA algorithm596

will be calculated according to the current solution. Then, a new so-597

lution from the neighborhood of the current solution will be gener-598

ated. The new cost function value will be obtained, according to the599

new solution, and then compared to the current cost function value.600

If the new cost function value is less than the current value, it will601

be accepted because of minimizing the cost function. Otherwise, if602

the difference between the cost function values of the current and603

the newly generated solutions, )L, is equal or larger than zero, it604

will be accepted only when Metropolis’s criterion, which is based605

on Boltzman’s probability, is met. For this purpose, a random num-606

ber u is generated according to a uniform distribution. If u 0 e%()L/&),607

then the newly generated solution is accepted as the current solution,608

where & is the current temperature (see Kirkpatrick et al. (1983) for609

more details).610

Simulated annealing needs a proper temperature schedule to611

warrant that the algorithm becomes convergent to a good solution.612

Therefore, we consider the classical rule updating of simulated an-613

nealing as &k = ' · &k%1, where &k is the temperature of kth times the614

temperature has been lowered and ' (0.85 0 ' 0 0.95) is the decre-615

ment factor or cooling ratio. Moreover, let &0 and & f be the initial616

and final temperatures, respectively. The solution’s quality and the617

convergence’s speed depend on ' , while ' = 0.95 and ' = 0.85 de-618

termine the slow and fast cooling, respectively.619

SA algorithm is comprised of two loops (processes), namely inner620

loop and outer loop. The inner loop is iterated until the equilibrium621

condition is satisfied, while the outer loop conducts the annealing622

process and is iterated until the stoppage criterion is satisfied. In this623

paper, the number of H iterations is considered for each temperature624

as the equilibrium condition and reaching the final temperature & f is625

also determined as the stoppage criterion.626

In order to have the simple form of (19) and to prepare it for the627

SA algorithm implementation, we reformulate it as follows:628

Min z

= Max

,
----.

----/

&

a#A
da(xa) % b1

c1
,

lim
t+,

N&

k=1

&

i#Sk
kPi(t)

!
&

i#S%SN

Pi(t)
% b2

c2
,
lim
t+,

P1(t) % b3

c3

0
----1

----2

s.t : P"(t) = P(t) · G(µ), P(0) = [1 0 . . . . 0] (a)

gj
a(xa) = 1

µ j
a

)a # Aj, j = 1, . . . ,M (b)

'

a#Aj

(! j · µ j
a) %

*
'

a#Aj

! j

+2

· lim
t+,

'

i#S%SN

Pi(t) * % )a # A (c)

'

a#A

xa 0 J (d)

xa # [La,Ua] )a # A (20)

To determine the solution representation schema in SA, we ap- 629

ply x = [xa : a # A]T as the amount of resources allocated to service 630

stations, where xa # [La,Ua] )a # A. Generation of a new solution 631

is also done through selecting one service station randomly in the 632

current solution and allocating new acceptable resources to it ran- 633

domly. To illustrate the proposed method for generating new solu- 634

tion, we consider x = [x1 . . . xa . . . x|A|]T as the current so- 635

lution, where |A| is the number of elements of A. It is assumed that 636

the service station a is randomly selected for generating new solu- 637

tion. Then, the new acceptable resources is randomly assigned to the 638

service station a, namely xa + xnewa where xnewa # [La,Ua]. The related 639

pseudo-code is shown as follows: 640

- consider x = [x1 . . . xa . . . x|A|]T as the current solution, 641

where |A| is the number of elements of A; 642

- select one service station randomly in the current solution (e.g. 643

service station a); 644

- allocate new acceptable resources to the selected service station, 645

randomly (e.g. xa + xnewa where xnewa # [La,Ua]). 646

Furthermore, to determine the cost function of SA algorithm, we 647

use Lagrange’s function. Lagrange’s function denotes the objective 648

function plus the sum of penalty terms corresponding to the model’s 649

constraints. With regard to the objective function of (20), the cost 650

function of SA algorithm, L(x), is written as Eq. (21). This equation 651

is the original objective function plus the penalty terms correspond- 652

ing to the violation of constraints (c) and (d) in (20). Parameters (1 653

and (2 are penalty coe!cients, which should be relatively large. 654

L(x) = Max

,
----.

----/

&

a#A
da(xa) % b1

c1
,

lim
t+,

N&

k=1

&

i#Sk
kPi(t)

!
&

i#S%SN

Pi(t)
% b2

c2
,
lim
t+,

P1(t) % b3

c3

0
----1

----2

+(1 ·
'

a#A

Max

,
.

/
% +

*
'

a#Aj

! j

+2

· lim
t+,

'

i#S%SN

Pi(t) %
'

a#Aj

(! j · µ j
a),0

0
1

2

+(2 · Max

3
'

a#A

xa % J,0

4
(21)

Consequently, the proposed SA algorithm to solve (20) will be as 655

follows: 656

- Determine the values of the initial temperature, &0, the penalty 657

coe!cients, (1 and (2, the decrement factor, ' , and % 658

- Generate one initial solution, x = [xa : a # A]T , randomly, where 659

xa # [La,Ua] 660
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- Obtainµ j
as ()a # Aj, j = 1, . . . ,M) based on the constraint (b) in661

(20), gj
a(xa) = 1

µ j
a

, and construct matrix G for the initial solution662

- Solve the system of differential equations based on constraint (a)663

in (20), and compute Pi(T
") (i = 1, . . . ,K) ( lim

t+,
Pi(t) ) for the initial664

solution, where T " is something large665

- Calculate the cost (energy) function, L(x), according to (21) for the666

initial solution667

- Set the temperature change counter k = 0668

- Repeat (Cooling loop)669

- Set the repetition counter h = 0670

- Repeat (Equilibrium loop)671

- Generate a new solution from the neighborhood of672

the current solution, where xnewa # [La,Ua]673

- Obtain µ j
a’s ()a # Aj, j = 1, . . . ,M) based on con-674

straint (b) in (20), gj
a(xa) = 1

µ j
a

, and construct matrix G for the new675

solution xnew676

- Solve the system of differential equations based on677

the constraint (a) in (20), and compute Pi(T
") (i = 1, . . . ,K) for the678

new solution xnew679

- Calculate the cost (energy) function, L(xnew), accord-680

ing to (21) for the new solution681

- Calculate )L = L(xnew) % L(x)682

- If )L - 0 then x = xnew, L(x) = L(xnew)683

- else if u 0 e%()L/&k) then x = xnew, L(x) =684

L(xnew), where u # U[0,1]685

- h = h + 1686

- Until h = H687

- k = k + 1688

- &k = ' · &k%1689

- Until the stoppage criterion holds true (&k - & f )690

Note that determining the initial temperature is a crucial issue in691

SA, but there is no general method to set it. Based on the principal692

concepts of SA, non-improver solutions are accepted in the primary693

iterations with high probability. We determine the initial tempera-694

ture in such a way that the non-improver solutions are accepted with695

a probability of almost 95% in the primary iterations. For this purpose,696

we select two solutions x1 and x2 at random and the initial tempera-697

ture is therefore obtained as follows:698

&0 =
%
%%L(x1) % L(x2)

%%
ln (0.95)

(22)

5. Numerical examples699

To demonstrate the performance of the proposed method, we700

consider 10 typical small and medium-sized cases with different701

configurations including four to twelve service stations and two or702

three types (classes) of projects, taken from Anavi-Isakow and Golany703

(2003), Cohen et al. (2007) and Yaghoubi (2012). In 6 out of the 10704

cases, we consider two classes of projects, while the system has three705

classes of projects in 4 remaining sample cases. The cases and the706

structure of cost and expected value functions (different linear and707

non-linear forms) have been chosen so as to represent a wide va-708

riety of problems encountered in allocating resources in PERT net-709

works. In all cases, each activity of the project is performed at the710

devoted service station with one server located in a node of the net-711

work, where the activity durations for different classes in each service712

station are independent and exponentially distributed random vari-713

ables with different service rates. The capacity of system in all cases714

is two projects, and the value of % set to 0.01 in all experiments. For715

simplicity, we assume s(a) = a in all cases. As mentioned, it is pos-716

sible to have service stations which can serve more than one typical717

activity, but we do not consider those cases whose state spaces have718

remarkably larger sizes, in our numerical experiments.719

Class 1:

Class 2:

Class 3:

1

2

3 4Start Finish
!1

2

3

1 5Start Finish
!2

1

3

4 5Start Finish
!3

Fig. 2. Case I.

The objective is to obtain the optimal allocated resources using 720

the SA and also the discrete-time approximation technique based on 721

goal attainment method for different combinations of the parame- 722

ters including goals and weights of the objective functions to reach 723

Pareto-optimal solutions. Note that all SA experiments are replicated 724

10 times using different random initial solutions. Then, the SA results 725

are compared against the results of the discrete-time approximation 726

of the original optimal control problem in all 10 cases using the sta- 727

tistical inference. For this purpose, a paired sample Wilcoxon signed- 728

rank test analysis is utilized to investigatewhether solutions obtained 729

by the SA algorithm differ from the discrete-time approximation or 730

not. 731

To enhance the paper’s readability, we only present the charac- 732

teristics of three cases in details, whereas the results are presented 733

based on all cases. 734

5.1. Case I 735

It is assumed that we have a system with the capacity of two con- 736

current projects, three different classes of projects and also five ser- 737

vice stations, depicted as the AoN graph in Fig. 2, which was taken 738

from Yaghoubi (2012). The new projects, including all their activities, 739

are generated according to three independent Poisson processes with 740

the rates of !1 = 3, !2 = 1 and !3 = 1 per year for the projects of class 741

1, class 2 and class 3, respectively. Moreover, the amount of resource 742

available to be allocated to all service stations is 12. 743

Table 3 shows the characteristics of the activities, where the time 744

unit and the cost unit are in year and in thousand dollars, respec- 745

tively. After determining the system’s states, depicted in Table 4, and 746

transition rates, we obtain the infinitesimal generator matrix G(µ). 747

We also consider the goals, b1 = 30, b2 = 1.6, b3 = 0.05 and the 748

following sets of c for the three objectives, to generate a set of Pareto- 749

optimal solutions, according to the goal attainment formulation (19): 750

Set 1: c1 = 0.3, c2 = 0.1, c3 = 0.6, 751

Set 2: c1 = 0.2, c2 = 0.1, c3 = 0.7, 752

Set 3: c1 = 0.2, c2 = 0.2, c3 = 0.6, 753

Set 4: c1 = 0.1, c2 = 0.2, c3 = 0.7. 754

5.2. Case II 755

The second case, which is depicted in Fig. 3, has been taken 756

from Anavi-Isakow and Golany (2003). In Case II, it is assumed that 757

two classes of projects exist and the system can perform up to two 758

projects. The new projects, including all their activities, are gener- 759

ated according to two independent Poisson processes with the rates 760

of !1 = 3 and !2 = 1 per year for the projects of class 1 and class 2, 761

respectively. In addition, the amount of resource available to be allo- 762

cated to all service stations is 15. 763
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Table 3

Characteristics of the activities in Case I.

Activity (a) da(xa) g1a(xa) g2a(xa) g3a(xa) La Ua

1 2x1 + 1 0.5 % 0.05x1 0.6 % 0.06x1 0.8 % 0.08x1 1 5

2 2x2 0.6 % 0.1x2 0.5 % 0.08x2 – 1 5

3 3x3 + 4 0.7 % 0.12x3 0.6 % 0.1x3 0.5 % 0.05x3 1 5

4 x24 + 1 0.8 % 0.08x4 – 0.7 % 0.07x4 1 6

5 x25 – 0.7 % 0.1x4 0.6 % 0.09x4 1 5

Table 4

All admissible 3-partition cuts of Case I.

1. [$,$] 37. [(2,3)2, (1!,3q)3] 73. [(2,3!)2, (1!,3)3] 109. [(1)2, (1q,3!)3] 145. [(5)3, (1,2!)1]

2. [(1,2)1,$] 38. [(1!,3)3, (1,2)1] 74. [(2,3!)2, (1,3!)3] 110. [(1)2, (1!,3)3] 146. [(4)3, (3)1]

3. [(2,3)2,$] 39. [(1,3!)3, (1q,2)1] 75. [(4)3, (1,2)1] 111. [(1q)2, (1,3!)3] 147. [(5)3, (2!,3)2]

4. [(1,3)3,$] 40. [(1,3)3, (1q,2!)1] 76. [(1!,3)3, (1!,2)1] 112. [(2,3!)2, (4)3] 148. [(5)3, (2,3!)2]

5. [(1!,2)1,$] 41. [(1!,3)3, (2,3q)2] 77. [(1!,3)3, (1,2!)1] 113. [(5)3, (1,2)1] 149. [(4)3, (1)2]

6. [(1,2!)1,$] 42. [(1,3!)3, (2,3)2] 78. [(1,3!)3, (1q,2!)1] 114. [(4)3, (1!,2)1] 150. [(5)3, (1!,3)3]

7. [(1,2)1, (1q,2q)1] 43. [(1,3)3, (2!,3q)2] 79. [(4)3, (2,3)2] 115. [(4)3, (1,2!)1] 151. [(5)3, (1,3!)3]

8. [(1,2)1, (2q,3)2] 44. [(1!,3)3, (1,3q)3] 80. [(1!,3)3, (2!,3q)2] 116. [(1!,3)3, (3q)1] 152. [(4)3, (4q)3]

9. [(1,2)1, (1q,3)3] 45. [(1,3!)3, (1q,3)3] 81. [(1,3!)3, (2!,3)2] 117. [(5)3, (2,3)2] 153. [(4)1, (3)1]

10. [(2,3)2, (1,2q)1] 46. [(4)3,$] 82. [(1,3!)3, (2,3!)2] 118. [(4)3, (2!,3)2] 154. [(4)1, (1)2]

11. [(2,3)2, (2q,3q)2] 47. [(4)1,$] 83. [(4)3, (1,3)3] 119. [(4)3, (2,3!)2] 155. [(3)1, (5)2]

12. [(2!,3)2,$] 48. [(3)1, (1,2)1] 84. [(1!,3)3, (1!,3q)3] 120. [(1,3!)3, (1q)2] 156. [(4)1, (4q)3]

13. [(2,3!)2,$] 49. [(3)1, (2,3q)2] 85. [(1,3!)3, (1q,3!)3] 121. [(5)3, (1,3)3] 157. [(4q)1, (4)3]

14. [(2,3)2, (1,3q)3] 50. [(1!,2)1, (1!,2q)1] 86. [(5)3,$] 122. [(4)3, (1!,3)3] 158. [(3)1, (5)3]

15. [(1,3)3, (1q,2)1] 51. [(1!,2)1, (2q,3!)2] 87. [(4)1, (1,2)1] 123. [(4)3, (1,3!)3] 159. [(5)2, (3)1]

16. [(1,3)3, (2,3q)1] 52. [(3q)1, (2,3)2] 88. [(4)1, (2,3)2] 124. [(4)1, (1!,2)1] 160. [(1)2, (4)1]

17. [(1,3)3, (1q,3q)3] 53. [(1,2!)1, (1q,2!)1] 89. [(3)1, (1!,2)1] 125. [(4)1, (1,2!)1] 161. [(5)2, (1)2]

18. [(1!,3)3,$] 54. [(1,2!)1, (2!,3)2] 90. [(3)1, (1,2!)1] 126. [(4)1, (2!,3)2] 162. [(5)2, (4)3]

19. [(1,3!)3,$] 55. [(1!,2)1, (1!,3)3] 91. [(3)1, (2!,3q)2] 127. [(4)1, (2,3!)2] 163. [(1)2, (5)3]

20. [(3)1,$] 56. [(1,2!)1, (2,3!)2] 92. [(3)1, (2,3!)2] 128. [(3)1, (3q)1] 164. [(5)3, (3)1]

21. [(1!,2)1, (1,2q)1] 57. [(3)1, (1,3q)3] 93. [(3q)1, (2!,3)2] 129. [(3)1, (1)2] 165. [(4)3, (4q)1]

22. [(1!,2)1, (2q,3)2] 58. [(3q)1, (1,3)3] 94. [(1,2!)1, (1q)2] 130. [(4)1, (1!,3)3] 166. [(5)3, (1)2]

23. [(1!,2)1, (1,3)3] 59. [(1,2!)1, (1q,3!)3] 95. [(4)1, (1,3)3] 131. [(4)1, (1,3!)3] 167. [(4)3, (5)2]

24. [(1,2!)1, (1q,2)1] 60. [(1!,2)1, (1,3!)3] 96. [(3)1, (1!,3q)3] 132. [(3)1, (4)3] 168. [(5)3, (4)3]

25. [(1,2!)1, (2,3)2] 61. [(1q)2, (1,2)1] 97. [(3q)1, (1!,3)3] 133. [(1!,2)1, (5)3] 169. [(4)1, (4q)1]

26. [(1,2!)1, (1q,3)3] 62. [(2!,3)2, (1!,2)1] 98. [(3)1, (1,3!)3] 134. [(5)2, (1!,2)1] 170. [(4)1, (5)2]

27. [(1,2)1, (2q,3!)2] 63. [(2!,3)2, (1,2!)1] 99. [(1!,2)1, (4)3] 135. [(1)2, (3)1] 171. [(4)1, (5)3]

28. [(1,2)1, (1q,3!)3] 64. [(2,3!)2, (1!,2q)1] 100. [(1)2, (1!,2)1] 136. [(5)2, (2!,3)2] 172. [(5)2, (4)1]

29. [(2!,3)2, (1,2)1] 65. [(1)2, (2,3)2] 101. [(1q)2, (1,2!)1] 137. [(5)2, (2,3!)2] 173. [(5)2, (5q)2]

30. [(2,3!)2, (1,2q)1] 66. [(2!,3)2, (2!,3q)2] 102. [(2!,3)2, (3q)1] 138. [(1)2, (1q)2] 174. [(5)2, (5q)3]

31. [(2,3)2, (1!,2q)1] 67. [(2,3!)2, (2q,3!)2] 103. [(5)2, (2,3)2] 139. [(5)2, (1,2!)1] 175. [(5q)2, (5)3]

32. [(2!,3)2, (2,3q)2] 68. [(1)2, (1q,2)1] 104. [(1)2, (2!,3)2] 140. [(5)2, (1!,3)3] 176. [(5)3, (4)1]

33. [(2,3!)2, (2q,3)2] 69. [(5)2,$] 105. [(1)2, (2,3!)2] 141. [(5)2, (1,3!)3] 177. [(5)3, (5q)2]

34. [(1)2,$] 70. [(1)2, (1q,3)3] 106. [(5)2, (1,2)1] 142. [(1)2, (4)3] 178. [(5q)3, (5)2]

35. [(2!,3)2, (1,3q)3] 71. [(1q)2, (1,3)3] 107. [(1)2, (1q,2!)1] 143. [(2,3!)2, (5)3] 179. [(5)3, (5q)3]

36. [(2,3!)2, (1,3)3] 72. [(2!,3)2, (1!,3q)3] 108. [(5)2, (1,3)3] 144. [(5)3, (1!,2)1]

Class 1:

Class 2:

2

3

41Start
!1

Finish7

5

6

2

3

4

1Start
!2

Finish75 6

Fig. 3. Dynamic PERT network of Case II.

Table 5 shows the characteristics of the activities, where the time764

unit and the cost unit are in year and in thousand dollars, respectively.765

The corresponding stochastic process {.X(t), t * 0} has 211 states.We766

set the goals as b1 = 45, b2 = 2, b3 = 0.05. We also consider the sim-767

ilar sets of c as the first case.768

5.3. Case III769

The multi-class dynamic PERT network of Case III is shown in770

Fig. 4 (taken from Yaghoubi, 2012). In this case, it is assumed that771

Table 5

Characteristics of the activities in Case II.

Activity (a) da(xa) g1a(xa) g2a(xa) La Ua

1 2.5x1 0.3 % 0.03x1 0.35 % 0.03x1 1 5

2 3x2 + 1 0.3 % 0.05x2 0.25 % 0.04x2 1 5

3 3.5x3 + 2 0.45 % 0.05x3 0.4 % 0.04x3 1 5

4 x24 0.35 % 0.04x4 0.4 % 0.05x4 1 6

5 2.7x5 + 3 0.3 % 0.04x5 0.35 % 0.05x5 1 5

6 3.2x6 + 2 0.35 % 0.03x6 0.4 % 0.04x6 1 6

7 2.5x7 0.3 % 0.03x7 0.2 % 0.02x7 1 6

two classes of projects exist and the system can perform up to two 772

projects. The new projects, including all their activities, are gener- 773

ated according to two independent Poisson processes with the rates 774

of !1 = 3 and !2 = 1 per year for the projects of class 1 and class 2, 775

respectively. Furthermore, the amount of resource available to be al- 776

located to all service stations is 25. 777

Table 6 shows the characteristics of the activities, where the time 778

unit and the cost unit are in month and in hundred dollars, respec- 779

tively. The corresponding stochastic process {.X(t), t * 0} has 683 780
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Class 1:
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Fig. 4. Dynamic PERT network of Case III.

Table 6

Characteristics of the activities in Case III.

Activity (a) da(xa) g1a(xa) g2a(xa) La Ua

1 2.5x1 0.3 % 0.03x1 0.35 % 0.03x1 1 5

2 3x2 + 1 0.3 % 0.05x2 0.25 % 0.04x2 1 5

3 3.5x3 + 2 0.45 % 0.05x3 0.4 % 0.04x3 1 5

4 x24 0.35 % 0.04x4 0.4 % 0.05x4 1 6

5 2.7x5 + 3 0.3 % 0.04x5 0.35 % 0.05x5 1 5

6 3.2x6 + 2 0.35 % 0.03x6 0.4 % 0.04x6 1 6

7 2.5x7 0.3 % 0.03x7 0.2 % 0.02x7 1 6

8 3x8 0.3 % 0.03x8 0.25 % 0.04x8 1 5

9 3.2x9 + 1 0.4 % 0.05x9 – 1 5

10 2.9x10 + 2 0.4 % 0.04x10 0.3 % 0.03x10 1 6

11 3x11 0.35 % 0.04x11 0.4 % 0.05x11 1 6

12 3.3x12 + 1 0.3 % 0.03x12 0.35 % 0.05x12 1 5

states. We set the goals as b1 = 82, b2 = 3.6, b3 = 0.05. We also con-781

sider the similar sets of c as the first case.782

5.4. Cases 4–10783

The dynamic PERT networks of the other cases are shown in784

Figs. 5 and 6.785

5.5. Simulated annealing results786

According to the proposed SA algorithm in Section 4, we set the787

penalty coe!cients to be (1 = 10, (2 = 20 and final temperature to788

be & f = 0.001 in all numerical examples. The initial temperature is789

also determined based on (22). To do so, we use MATLAB 7 on a PC790

Pentium IV, CPU 3 gigahertz.791

We first consider Case I. The optimal allocated resources, accord-792

ing to the SA algorithm, the computational times CT (mm:ss), and also793

the values of all objectives functions in Case I for the different combi-794

nations of T ", H and ' according to the first set of weights (c1 = 0.3, 795

c2 = 0.1, c3 = 0.6) are shown in Table 7. 796

The optimal allocated resources in Case I with the parameters of 797

set 1 are: x1 = 1.639, x2 = 4.848, x3 = 3.117, x4 = 1.087, x5 = 1.195, 798

and the objective function values are f1 = 30.932, f2 = 1.888, f3 = 799

0.014 (z = 3.108). Based on Table 7, if the values of H or ' are in- 800

creased, for any specific T ", the quality of solution is increased, but 801

the computational times will also be increased, which is undesirable. 802

Similar to Table 7, we obtain the optimal allocated resources in 803

Case I according to the other sets of c. Moreover, we achieve the op- 804

timal allocated resources in all 10 cases with four indicated sets of c, 805

considering the SA algorithm. For instance, the Pareto-optimal solu- 806

tions and the optimal resources of Cases I–III are given in Tables 8–10. 807

5.6. The discrete-time approximation technique 808

We consider the various combinations of T ", R and)t for every set 809

of c. To do so, we use LINGO 8 on a PC Pentium 4, CPU 3 gigahertz. The 810

optimal allocated resources, the computational times, and the val- 811

ues of all objectives functions in Case I for the different combinations 812

of T ", R and )t according to set 1 (c1 = 0.3, c2 = 0.1, c3 = 0.6) are 813

shown in Table 11. So, the optimal allocated resources are: x1 = 2.535, 814

x2 = 3.471, x3 = 3.366, x4 = 1.348, x5 = 1, and the objective function 815

values are: f1 = 30.927, f2 = 1.932, f3 = 0.013 (z = 3.321). 816

According to Table 11, if the length of )t is decreased, for any spe- 817

cific T ", the accuracy of solution is increased, but the computational 818

times will also be increased, which is undesirable. 819

Similar to Table 11, we also obtain the optimal allocated resources 820

in Case I with other sets of c. Moreover, similar to Table 11, we ob- 821

tain the optimal allocated resources in all 10 cases according to the 4 822

indicated sets of c, considering the discrete-time approximation tech- 823

nique. For instance, the Pareto-optimal solutions and the optimal al- 824

located resources of Cases I–III are given in Tables 12–14. 825

Table 7

The computational results of SA algorithm in Case I according to set 1 (c1 = 0.3, c2 = 0.1, c3 = 0.6).

T " H ' x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 z f1 f2 f3 CT

12 100 0.9 2.787 3.617 3.143 1.246 1.240 5.075 31.326 2.016 0.012 1!:36""

12 100 0.95 2.921 3.228 3.177 1.332 1.342 4.697 31.406 1.932 0.014 2!:27""

12 200 0.9 3.512 2.131 2.580 2.205 1.150 4.037 31.211 2.004 0.013 2!:51""

12 200 0.95 3.298 2.885 2.984 1.542 1.139 3.319 30.996 1.933 0.012 3!:50""

16.8 100 0.9 3.304 1.588 2.207 2.620 1.490 4.957 31.487 2.096 0.012 1!:44""

16.8 100 0.95 3.194 3.036 3.027 1.518 1.217 4.423 31.327 2.036 0.011 2!:19""

16.8 200 0.9 3.285 2.338 2.355 2.343 1.221 4.293 31.288 2.023 0.013 2!:53""

16.8 200 0.95 1.716 4.296 3.439 1.151 1.140 3.209 30.963 1.921 0.014 3!:42""

18 100 0.9 3.654 2.104 2.562 1.960 1.181 4.412 30.441 2.041 0.013 1!:51""

18 100 0.95 1.180 4.693 3.702 1.098 1.020 3.840 31.098 1.984 0.014 2!:46""

18 200 0.9 3.675 2.093 2.566 2.151 1.188 4.239 31.272 2.024 0.013 3!:02""

18 200 0.95 2.248 3.465 2.193 2.328 1.245 3.266 30.975 1.927 0.015 3!:55""

21.6 100 0.9 3.298 2.885 3.084 1.542 1.206 5.164 31.453 1.933 0.011 1!:39""

21.6 100 0.95 3.589 2.493 2.832 1.656 1.342 4.022 31.203 2.002 0.013 2!:38""

21.6 200 0.9 2.281 4.128 2.624 1.192 1.709 3.443 31.033 1.904 0.012 3!:42""

21.6 200 0.95 1.639 4.848 3.117 1.087 1.195 3.108 30.932 1.888 0.013 3!:56""
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Fig. 5. Dynamic PERT networks of Cases 4–7 with two classes of projects.

Table 8

Pareto-optimal solutions of Case I, using SA algorithm.

c x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 z f1 f2 f3 CT

Set 1 1.639 4.848 3.117 1.087 1.195 3.108 30.932 1.888 0.013 3!:56""

Set 2 2.506 3.185 3.558 1.011 1.247 3.190 30.635 1.919 0.014 3!:11""

Set 3 2.193 3.299 3.244 1.263 1.410 1.620 30.299 1.924 0.013 3!:46""

Set 4 1.789 4.310 3.161 1.085 1.144 1.686 30.169 1.933 0.014 3!:45""

Table 9

Pareto-optimal solutions of Case II, using SA algorithm.

c x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 z f1 f2 f3 CT

Set 1 3.787 1.297 1.259 1.253 2.196 1.218 3.662 4.513 46.316 2.451 0.010 4!:02""

Set 2 4.063 1.519 1.093 1.166 2.658 1.395 2.557 4.898 45.932 2.490 0.010 4!:07""

Set 3 3.699 1.259 1.200 1.169 2.017 1.142 3.924 2.508 45.502 2.501 0.010 3!:56""

Set 4 3.234 1.182 1.132 2.161 2.266 1.308 2.659 2.580 45.219 2.516 0.010 4!:03""

Table 10

Pareto-optimal solutions of Case III, using SA algorithm.

c x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11 x12 z f1 f2 f3 CT

Set 1 3.071 1.527 2.412 1.379 1.395 1.854 2.483 1.736 1.639 3.735 2.127 1.629 5.180 83.548 4.118 0.005 6!:22""

Set 2 2.607 2.237 1.623 1.469 2.136 1.734 2.541 2.046 1.156 3.486 2.028 1.935 5.779 83.156 4.159 0.005 6!:05""

Set 3 3.496 1.830 1.775 1.276 2.256 1.539 2.131 2.157 1.376 3.068 1.825 2.254 5.526 83.105 4.167 0.005 5!:53""

Set 4 3.234 1.182 1.531 2.161 1.927 1.326 2.352 1.933 1.272 3.473 2.237 2.028 3.367 82.337 4.178 0.005 6!:12""
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Table 11

The computational results of the discrete-time approximation technique in Case I according to set 1.

T " R )t x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 z f1 f2 f3 CT

12 80 0.15 2.887 1.246 1.935 2.883 1.802 5.427 31.628 2.143 0.011 78!:17""

12 100 0.12 3.589 2.493 2.832 1.656 1 4.022 30.402 2.002 0.013 106!:47""

12 120 0.1 2.431 3.569 3.510 1.213 1 3.336 31.001 1.934 0.014 135!:15""

12 150 0.08 2.535 3.471 3.366 1.348 1 3.321 30.927 1.932 0.013 163!:20""

16.8 112 0.15 2.706 1.175 1.908 2.956 1.855 5.555 31.667 2.156 0.011 188!:21""

16.8 140 0.12 3.547 1.890 2.401 2.304 1.397 4.455 31.337 2.046 0.012 154!:32""

16.8 168 0.1 2.431 3.569 3.510 1.213 1 3.336 31.001 1.934 0.014 241!:45""

16.8 210 0.08 2.535 3.471 3.366 1.348 1 3.321 30.927 1.932 0.013 316!:29""

18 120 0.15 2.993 1.319 1.981 2.819 1.755 5.305 31.591 2.130 0.011 126!:33""

18 150 0.12 3.725 2.247 2.662 1.973 1.180 4.046 31.214 2.005 0.013 192!:17""

18 180 0.1 2.431 3.569 3.510 1.213 1 3.336 31.001 1.934 0.014 304!:24""

18 225 0.08 2.535 3.471 3.366 1.348 1 3.321 30.927 1.932 0.013 382!:51""

21.6 144 0.15 1 5 3.824 1 1 4.910 31.473 2.091 0.012 148!:32""

21.6 180 0.12 3.490 2.846 3.083 1.476 1 3.664 31.099 1.966 0.014 261!:49""

21.6 216 0.1 2.431 3.569 3.510 1.213 1 3.336 31.001 1.934 0.014 375!:18""

21.6 270 0.08 2.535 3.471 3.366 1.348 1 3.321 30.927 1.932 0.013 403!:36""

Table 12

Pareto-optimal solutions of Case I, using the discrete-time approximation technique.

c x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 z f1 f2 f3 CT

Set 1 2.535 3.471 3.366 1.348 1 3.321 30.927 1.932 0.013 403!:36""

Set 2 3.445 1.739 2.301 2.252 1.379 2.458 30.246 2.092 0.012 361!:59""

Set 3 2.635 3.296 3.295 1.271 1 1.810 30.362 1.962 0.014 355!:17""

Set 4 3.064 2.908 3.106 1.390 1 1.928 30.193 1.986 0.014 387!:22""
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Table 13

Pareto-optimal solutions of Case II, using the discrete-time approximation technique.

c x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 z f1 f2 f3 CT

Set 1 2.734 1 1 1.759 2.601 2.060 3.380 4.979 46.494 2.498 0.010 401!:14""

Set 2 2.792 1 1 1.754 2.648 1.850 3.358 5.096 46.019 2.510 0.010 386!:02""

Set 3 2.847 1 1 1.749 2.693 1.636 3.335 2.612 45.523 2.522 0.009 412!:45""

Set 4 2.874 1 1 1.747 2.716 1.527 3.324 2.646 45.264 2.529 0.010 392!:17""

Table 14

Pareto-optimal solutions of Case III, using the discrete-time approximation technique.

c x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11 x12 z f1 f2 f3 CT

Set 1 2.548 2.465 1 2.456 2.621 1.815 1.681 2.135 1 2.317 2.061 2.742 6.479 83.943 4.248 0.005 576!:07""

Set 2 3.172 2.835 1 1.715 2.274 2.215 1.269 1.925 1 2.956 2.371 2.26 6.985 83.397 4.298 0.005 553!:41""

Set 3 2.419 2.032 1 1.884 2.283 1.832 2.961 1.857 1 2.612 2.363 2.748 5.608 83.121 4.722 0.005 604!:12""

Set 4 3.248 1.624 1 2.156 2.149 1.338 2.432 2.76 1 2.534 2.912 1.793 7.833 82.783 4.982 0.005 592!:33""

Table 15

Comparing the SA results against the discrete-time approximation technique in Case I according to set 1.

Discrete-time approximation

No. T " SA algorithm technique zCont.SA zCont.Dis. |zCont.Dis. % zCont.SA | Rank

zSA CT zDis. CT

1 12 5.075 1!:36"" 5.427 78!:17"" 4.422 5.539 1.117 16

2 12 4.697 2!:27"" 4.022 106!:47"" 4.685 4.115 |%0.570| 10

3 12 4.037 2!:51"" 3.336 135!:15"" 4.037 3.464 |%0.573| 11

4 12 3.319 3!:50"" 3.321 163!:20"" 3.319 3.442 0.123 3

5 16.8 4.957 1!:44"" 5.555 188!:21"" 4.957 5.658 0.701 12

6 16.8 4.423 2!:19"" 4.455 154!:32"" 4.423 4.531 0.108 2

7 16.8 4.293 2!:53"" 3.336 241!:45"" 4.293 3.464 |%0.829| 14

8 16.8 3.209 3!:42"" 3.321 316!:29"" 3.209 3.442 0.233 6

9 18 4.412 1!:51"" 5.305 126!:33"" 4.412 5.413 1.001 15

10 18 3.840 2!:46"" 4.046 192!:17"" 3.840 4.115 0.275 7

11 18 4.239 3!:02"" 3.336 304!:24"" 4.239 3.464 |%0.775| 13

12 18 3.266 3!:55"" 3.321 382!:51"" 3.266 3.442 0.176 4

13 21.6 5.164 1!:39"" 4.910 148!:32"" 4.843 5.027 0.184 5

14 21.6 4.022 2!:38"" 3.664 261!:49"" 4.022 3.701 |%0.321| 8

15 21.6 3.443 3!:42"" 3.336 375!:18"" 3.443 3.464 0.021 1

16 21.6 3.108 3!:56"" 3.321 403!:36"" 3.108 3.442 0.334 9

5.7. The SA results vs. the discrete-time approximation technique826

As we noted in Section 3, solving the goal attainment formulation827

(19), optimally, and consequently, comparing the simulated anneal-828

ing results against the optimal results are impossible. Therefore, we829

try to compare the simulated annealing results against the results of830

the discrete-time problem (19). For this purpose, we evaluate both831

solutions of the SA and the discrete-time approximation technique832

using the objective function of the continuous-time model (20) in all833

10 cases using the statistical inference. Note that the models of (19)834

and (20) are equivalent.835

A paired sampleWilcoxon signed-rank test analysis with " = 0.05836

is utilized to investigate whether solutions obtained by solving the837

SA algorithm differ from the discrete-time approximation or not.838

The paired sample Wilcoxon signed-rank test is alternative non-839

parametric methods of paired sample t-test. When the normality as-840

sumption is not satisfied or the sample size is too small, t-test is not841

valid (for more details see Siegel (1956)). Therefore, in this paper, the842

paired sample Wilcoxon signed-rank test is used to test their means843

in all 10 cases. Let n be the sample size, the number of pairs. For844

i = 1, . . . ,n, let zCont.
SA,i

and zCont.
Dis.,i

be the objective values obtained by845

SA algorithm and the discrete-time approximation technique, respec-846

tively. Also, let zCont.SA and zCont.
Dis.

be the mean of the objective function847

values of model (20) obtained by the SA algorithm and the discrete-848

time approximation technique, respectively. Null hypothesis (H0) is849

considered as zCont.
Dis.

% zCont.SA = 0, while alternate hypothesis (H1) is850

zCont.
Dis.

% zCont.SA / 0.851

Consequently, the test procedure will be as follows: 852

- For i = 1, . . . ,n, calculate |zCont.
Dis.,i

% zCont.
SA,i

| and sgn(zCont.
Dis.,i

% zCont.
SA,i

), 853

where sgn is the sign function. 854

- Exclude pairs with |zCont.
Dis.,i

% zCont.
SA,i

| = 0. Let nr be the reduced sam- 855

ple size. 856

- Order the remaining nr pairs from smallest absolute difference to 857

largest absolute difference, |zCont.
Dis.,i

% zCont.
SA,i

|. 858

- Rank the pairs, starting with the smallest as 1. Ties receive a rank 859

equal to the average of the ranks they span. Let Ri denote the rank. 860

- Calculate the test statistic
&n

i=1 (sgn(zCont.
Dis.,i

% zCont.
SA,i

) · Ri), the abso- 861

lute value of the sum of the signed ranks. 862

- As nr increases, the sampling distribution ofW converges to a nor- 863

mal distribution. Thus, for nr * 10, a zw-score can be calculated as 864

zW = W%0.5
*W

, where *W =
5

nr(nr+1)(2nr+1)
6 . If zW / zcritical , reject 865

H0. For nr - 10,W is compared to a critical value from a reference 866

table. If W * Wcritical,nr , reject H0. Alternatively, a p-Value can be 867

calculated from enumeration of all possible combinations of W 868

given nr . 869

For instance, we again consider Case I with the parameters of set 870

1. Based on the results expressed in Table 15, zW = 0.608, while zw- 871

critical one-tail is 1.65. Therefore, H0 is accepted. Namely, the quality 872

of the optimal solution obtained by solving the SA algorithm is equal 873

to the discrete-time approximation technique. Moreover, according 874

to Table 16, we find that the quality of the solutions obtained by the 875

SA algorithm in 35 out of the 40 sample cases is equal to the discrete- 876

time approximation technique, while in 5 sample cases is better than 877
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Table 16

The accepted hypotheses in comparing the SA algorithm against the discrete-time approximation technique in all

10 case.

c Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 Case 7 Case 8 Case 9 Case 10

Set 1 H0 H0 H0 H0 H1 H0 H0 H0 H0 H0

Set 2 H0 H0 H1 H0 H0 H0 H0 H0 H0 H0

Set 3 H0 H0 H0 H0 H0 H0 H0 H1 H0 H0

Set 4 H0 H0 H1 H0 H0 H0 H0 H0 H1 H0

Table 17

The computational results of the SA algorithm with CT = 2´:00˝ and
CT = 3´:00˝ in case I according to set 1.

T " H ' z with CT = 2!:00"" z with CT = 3!:00""

12 100 0.9 4.794 4.372

12 100 0.95 4.763 4.218

12 200 0.9 4.721 4.259

12 200 0.95 4.697 4.184

16.8 100 0.9 4.882 4.402

16.8 100 0.95 4.711 4.321

16.8 200 0.9 4.736 4.175

16.8 200 0.95 4.681 4.163

18 100 0.9 4.594 4.348

18 100 0.95 4.608 4.251

18 200 0.9 4.733 4.276

18 200 0.95 4.519 4.193

21.6 100 0.9 4.825 4.379

21.6 100 0.95 4.532 4.216

21.6 200 0.9 4.641 4.240

21.6 200 0.95 4.505 4.187

the discrete-time approximation technique. This shows that the SA878

algorithm is a very good algorithm for obtaining the optimal allocated879

resources.880

Moreover, according to Table 15 and the results of other cases,881

the computational times (CT), using the SA algorithm, are remark-882

ably decreased, comparing against the discrete-time approximation.883

Therefore, it is clearly concluded that the SA algorithm is computa-884

tionally superior in terms of finding optimal or near-optimal solu-885

tions to large-scale problems than the discrete-time approximation886

technique.887

On the other hand, to illustrate the impact of computational time888

in SA algorithm, we now consider reaching CT = 2!:00"" and CT =889

3 ! :00"" as stoppage criterion. Based on Table 17 and the other cases,890

the algorithm converges to the same solution at the same computa-891

tional time.892

6. Conclusion893

In this paper, wemodeled themulti-class dynamic PERT networks894

with finite capacity (CONPIP) as queuing networks and developed a895

multi-objective model to optimally control the resources allocated to896

the servers.897

Our proposed model is applicable for organizations which get898

similar projects of different classes, for example building construc-899

tion projects, where similar successive installations are created and900

built over time, or maintenance projects. Another important appli-901

cation of the proposed approach is the analysis of product develop-902

ment projects. While product development efforts are often viewed903

as unique configurations of idiosyncratic tasks, in reality different904

projects within an organization often exhibit substantial similarity in905

the flow of their constituent activities and their precedence require-906

ments. For example, activities such as “Manufacturing Process Devel-907

opment” or “Product Testing” are common in almost all product de-908

velopment projects, but the processing times to perform each of these909

activities are varied for different projects. Moreover, new product de-910

velopment projects are generated over time.911

In this paper, it was assumed that the capacity of system is fi- 912

nite and the new projects from different classes, including all their 913

activities, are generated according to independent Poisson processes 914

with different rates over the time horizon. Each activity of a project 915

is performed at a devoted service station with one server located in 916

a node of the network based on FCFS discipline, whereas activity du- 917

rations for different classes are independent and exponentially dis- 918

tributed random variables. Moreover, it was assumed that the mean 919

times spent in each service station for different classes are decreased 920

and the operating cost of the service station is increased when we 921

allocate more resources to that particular service station. 922

For modeling the multi-class dynamic PERT networks with CON- 923

PIP, we first considered every class separately and converted the 924

queueing network of every class into an appropriate stochastic net- 925

work and then developed a continuous-time Markov model for the 926

problem. The number of system states grows exponentially with the 927

number of UDCs of different classes and the system capacity, which 928

is the main drawback of the proposed approach. However, this is a 929

major drawback in most analytical approaches in this area. 930

In our model, the total operating costs of service stations per pe- 931

riod was considered as the first objective and the mean project com- 932

pletion time over all classes in the steady-state as the second one, 933

both to be minimized. Moreover, the probability that the system be- 934

comes empty in the steady-state was considered as the third objec- 935

tive function to be minimized as well. 936

Since this continuous-time stochastic programming problem is 937

impossible to solve optimally, we used the simulated annealing al- 938

gorithm and also the discrete-time approximation technique based 939

on goal attainment method for different combinations of the pa- 940

rameters including goals and weights of the objective functions to 941

reach Pareto-optimal solutions. All SA experiments were replicated 942

10 times using different random initial solutions. 943

To show the effectiveness of the proposed metaheuristic ap- 944

proach, the SA results were then compared against the results of the 945

discrete-time approximation of the original optimal control prob- 946

lem in all 10 cases. For this purpose, a paired sample Wilcoxon 947

signed-rank test analysis was utilized to investigate whether solu- 948

tions obtained by the SA algorithm differ from the discrete-time 949

approximation. 950

According to the numerical experiments of Section 5, it is seen 951

that the SA algorithm is an e!cient method for multi-objective re- 952

source allocation problems in multi-class dynamic PERT networks 953

with finite capacity. It was shown that the quality of the solutions ob- 954

tained by the SA algorithm is equal or better than the discrete-time 955

approximation technique. Moreover, the computational times using 956

the SA algorithm are remarkably decreased, comparing against the 957

discrete-time approximation. Therefore, it is concluded that the SA 958

algorithm is e!cient in terms of finding optimal or near-optimal so- 959

lutions for medium and large scale cases. 960
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